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Abstract 

Neuropsychology is the part of psychology, which studies the relation between psychological and brain 

level of organization of human activity. It is possible to identify specific mechanisms or components of 

psychological processes related to the functioning of special brain zones. Such a study can be based on 

different general psychological theories. From the point of view of activity theory approach these 

components can be understood as psycho-physiological structural and systemic mechanisms of actions 

and operations fulfilled by a subject in the context of one or another general activity. In other words, 

neuropsychological level of analyses could be understood as the elementary level of human activity. 

Neuropsychological analysis can be organized as assessment of actions and not of isolated functions. 

The present study shows how functional disorders of psychophysiological mechanisms can affect the 

fulfillment of the same actions of children with learning disabilities. The discussion stresses the 

importance of inclusion of the terms of activity theory to the practice in neuropsychology. 
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1. Introduction 

Neuropsychology is a particular branch of psychology, which studies the relation between 

psychological processes and brain level of organization of human activity. It is possible to say that 

neuropsychology studies possible relations between brain level and psychological level of activity. 

Through neuropsychological analysis, it is possible to identify brain specific mechanisms or 

components of psychological processes related to the functioning of special brain zones. Such a study 

can be based on different general psychological theories. Relation between level of brain mechanisms 

and psychological processes can be established by different manners. 

Some authors try to precise the localization of different cognitive functions in specific brain zones 

(Goodglass & Kaplan, 1972; Benson & Ardila, 1998; Ardila, 2005; Rosselli & Matute, 2012). The 

others claim that the brain with all structures works as a whole undividable unit, which is responsible 

for the subject’s psychological abilities (Guimaraes, 2000). The first way of thinking is more common 

and more distributed in cognitive neuroscience today and is a kind of continuation of classic position of 
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localization of psychological functions in brain structures. Such position proposes direct connection 

between brain structures and psychological processes. The new proposition of such way of thinking 

refers to the preference of localization of basic cognitive processes and more distributed brain 

participation for complex psychological processes (Bassett & Gazzaniga, 2011; Gazzaniga & Mangun, 

2014). 

The problem with this modern position is that there is no conceptual clarity for distinction between 

basic and complex cognitive processes. Anatomic terms are often used for description of basic 

cognitive process or their components. For example, the model proposed by Posner shows different 

systems of attention as different systems of brain regulation (Posner & Peterson, 1990). In this 

interesting conception, attention might be understood as a complex process and it’s components as 

basic processes. These basic process seams to have specific content, but they also might be understood 

as independent components of kinds of attention. It seams, according to such models, that the brain 

processes are given directly by brain and there is no place for complex process of psychological 

development or consolidation of functional systems starting from the early childhood. In other words, 

there is no conceptual difference between the level of brain mechanisms and complex psychological 

processes. 

It is possible to notice that complex processes are not localized in these models, but are represented as 

distributed systems with diverse components. From the first glance, it is possible to find similarity 

between complex distributed models and A.R. Luria systemic and dynamic conception of localization 

of psychological processes in the brain. The difference is that Luria was not localizing psychological 

functions by themselves, but psychological functions were understood not as brain mechanisms 

localized in the brain. Psychological functions are understood as but complex cultural actions as 

writing, reading, speech comprehension, problems solving and so on. Each cultural action has it’s “own 

cultural history” from the point of view of social development and of ontogenetic acquirement through 

the “history” of each particular child (Vigotsky, 1982; Luria, 1973). Such particular “history” always 

depends on particular features of social general culture and social situation of development in each 

concrete case (Vitogsky, 1984; Elkonin, 1980; Obukhova, 2006).  

According to this position, we believe that is possible to speak about not only cultural historical 

psychology, but also of cultural historical neuropsychology. It is useful to use term of activity theory 

more precisely in order to stress systemic and dynamic relations between psychological processes and 

brain mechanisms. From the point of view of cultural historical neuropsychology it would be important 

to study specific cases of formation of functional brain systems as results of specific interaction 

between child and adult of group of children in different ages (Solovieva & Quintanar, 2014a, 2016a). 

It is important to stress that this topic is extremely new and not yet perfectly understood by 

psychologists or neuropsychologists. The main point of cultural position in psychology and 

neuropsychology is that there is no possibility for maturation of functional brain systems out of 

consideration of activity, in which the child is included. In other words, nothing is “free of culture” on 
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the level of human activity. 

As for child neuropsychology, it is possible to notice that the circle of interests has become wider in 

recent twenty years. The children with and without learning disabilities and development problems are 

frequently included as subjects of neuropsychological assessment. First years of life and cases of 

genetic syndromes became also attractive for researchers. Groups with cognitive and behavioural 

problems without clear neurological signs are described in literature (Akhutina, 1997; Quintanar & 

Solovieva, 2000). 

It is interesting to observe that for some authors problems in school learning and development should 

necessarily have neurological base, which stricktly depend on the process of maturation of 

correspondent brain structures (Pineda & Rosselli, 1997; Rosselli & Matute, 2012). Such opinion 

shows a big constrast with commonly used typology of disorders accorsing to DSM-V, which doesn’t 

provide any objective relation between behavioral external description of difficulties and the status of 

central nervous system.  

According to Luria conception, neuropsychological analysis should be conducted on particular level 

called as the level of “neuropsychological factor” (Tsvetkova, 1998). This level should be differentiated 

from the level of cultural actions and from neurological neuroanathomic level of brain structures. The 

term neuropsychologicla factor refers to the result of work of brain structure (Mikadze & Korsakova, 

1994). We believe that it is useful to add that this is a result of functional participation of structures for 

completing specific roles inside different kinds of cultural actions (writing or reading of sentences or 

words, for example). These cultural actions might never be represented in the brain by one component 

or mechanisms, but by functional union of widely distributed mechanisms form diverse cortical and 

subcortical levels. One mechanism may participate in different actions and each action should include 

multiple mechanisms (Luria, 1947, 1969). 

Cultural and historical origin of psychological actions is important position for neuropsychology. The 

child does not born with given actions of understanding, problems solution, reading and writing. 

Gradual psychological development and levels of acquisition of these actions continues to be an 

important object of multiple psychological investigations. Functional system with diverse cortical and 

subcortical components should become an object of research within developmental neuropsychology. 

The paths of ontogenetic development, possible changes in brain representation of the functions during 

infancy and never take into account, It seams to be that developmental psychology and 

neyropsychoogy have not yet met common terms in neuroscience. 

The task of neuropsychologist is to determine precise functional stage (preservation or level of 

development) of each mechanism within specific functional system. Functional system is the level of 

brain representation of cultural action. From this point of view, cultural action would be represented in 

central nervous system as complex functional system; such system would include different (never only 

one) “neuropsychological factors” or functional mechanisms. 

Vigotsky (1982) has defined systemic character of superior psychological functions; the difficulty of 
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his conception consisted in the absence of new level for psychological analysis instead of the term 

“function”. According to continuation of cultural tradition in psychology (Leontiev, 1975, 1983), the 

terms “activity” and “action” seams to be much more appropriate for systemic analysis of cortical and 

subcortical mechanisms in neuropsychology. 

The concept of activity in psychology should not be understood as equal to the concept of “function”. 

The term function has too broad meaning and might be applied to all levels of consideration: anatomic, 

physiological, neurological, genetic and so on. The concepts of activity and of action belong to cultural 

level of a subject and include motive, goal, orientation and result (Galperin, 1998; Leontiev, 2000; 

Talizina, 1984, 2009). Activity and action might only be formed as result of cultural social interaction 

between subjects (adult and child) and of learning process; these process are not given “as natural 

process”. There is no sense for separation of “natural development” and “learning process”, because all 

cultural actions are the result of learning process and are not given “by nature”.  

An important position for neuropsychology is that functional systems of brain cortical and subcortical 

mechanisms do not appear either “naturally”, but only in actions and activities, where child is involved 

by adults during ontogenetic development.  

Not only cultural actions, but also functional systems are the result and consequence of interaction, 

learning and joint social life. It is clear that functional systems might be “historically” changes together 

with the changes of cultural actions. Writing, reading, drawing, typing and calculation are only some of 

examples of cultural actions, which have suffered essential changes through history of mankind and are 

changing nowadays. Cultural differences of writing and reading are studies by different branches of 

sciences, but cognitive neuroscience speak of their precise fixed localization and dependence of genetic 

processes. On the contrary, in neuropsychological studies it was shown that brain representation of 

same abilities and actions, for examples, actions of visual perception, is different in adults and children 

(Simmernitskaya, 1985; Akhutina, 2001; Stiles et al., 1993). Our recent studies of children with 

attention deficit disorder have shown that brain mechanisms of this syndrome differ from age to age 

and that there are qualitative differences in troubles shown by pre-scholars and children of primary 

school and pre-adolescents (Solovieva & Quintanar, 2015a, 2015b; Solovieva et al., 2016). 

An action is the essential process of activity, and its motive corresponde to the same of activity. For 

example, the action of solution of arithmetic problem is only one of the actions, which belong to the 

activity of learning at school. At preschool age, one of examples of actions might be drawing of an 

object or of a landscape (Solovieva & Quintanar, 2012, 2016a).  

One of the tasks of neuropsychology is to study activity and action from the point of view of brain 

cortical and subcortical mechanisms, which take place for their realization. The level of 

psychophysiological and neuropsychological mechanisms of actions is the level, which permits to 

establish dialectic relation between psychological processess as cultuarally formed actions and the level 

of organism. The mechanisns might be studies at different levels, por examples, from the point of view 

of neurophysiology (Anokhin, 1980; Bernstein, 1990) and more recent attempts to follow their 
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complex wscheme of the unity of action and brain mechanisms (Machinskaya, 2012).  

From the point of view of activity theory approach, brain components might be understood as 

psycho-physiological structural and systemic mechanisms of conscious actions and subconscious 

operations fulfilled by a subject in the context of one or another general activity. In other words, 

neuropsychological level of analyses could be understood as the elementary level of human activity.  

According to Luria (1973), none of psychological functions could be localized directly in the human 

brain. Such proposition is based on theoretical comprehension of psychological functions or 

psychological processes. Psychological functions represent complex acquisitions, which pass through 

gradual development on different stages during the child’s life (Vigotsky, 1984; Elkonin, 1989). All 

psychological processes appear firstly as external shared and collective material actions between adult 

and child (Vigotsky, 1984). Cultural objects are an integrative part of these actions and we might 

understand them even better as extra brain processes. Only later, psychological processes might be 

represented as internal individual processes.  

We might remember proposal of Galperin to understand developed attention as internal function of 

control (Galperin, 1998), but firstly attention was an external collective action of control. According to 

this conception of cultural development, brain mechanisms of external collective action and individual 

internal action could not be same. Such fact is never taken into account by cognitive approach in 

neuropsychology, which always represents same distribution of psychological functions in the brain. 

For example, the components or systems of attention are the same in different ages; executive functions 

are given in prefrontal orbital zones and son on. We claim that these components could not be the same, 

because the process of attention is not the same in different psychological ages. 

Psychological function as attention, memory, thinking and so on can represent direct object of 

psychological study, but even psychological studies often do not consider ontogenetic and qualitative 

changes of these processes. Neuropsychology has to study relation between these processes and take 

into account developmental aspects, which do not happen in the majority of studies. Neuropsychology 

has to propose its own level of analyses by its own units different from psychological terms. In Luria’s 

words, neuropsychology realizes assessment of specific factors or components of psychological 

processes, which can be related to the functioning of central nervous system. 

This kind of factorial functional analyses is nowadays successfully applied into child neuropsychology 

for analyses of cases of children with learning disabilities and retardation in psychological development 

(Korsakova, Mikadze, & Balashova, 1996; Santana, 1999; Akhutina, 1999, 2001; Akhutina & Pilayeva, 

2003; Quintanar & Solovieva, 2000, 2007, 2008). 

Neuropsychology might be integrated into conception of cultural development of psychological activity 

not only in words, but also in a proper way of consideration of consolidation of complex functional 

systems in different psychological ages. According to our opinion, it is impossible to work as a child 

neuropsychologist without acceptation of general psychological explicative system in which brain 

factors or components of actions would be inserted. In our opinion it could be useful to apply general 
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psychological activity theory to qualitative neuropsychological approach especially for cases of 

assessment and correction of learning disabilities and developmental problems in children of different 

ages. Let us explain how activity theory concepts might be useful for neuropsychology. 

 

2. Activity Theory Concepts 

From the point of view of activity theory the subject or personality has to be represented as subject of 

his own activity. The unit of psychological study is action and not function. According to Talizina 

(1984, 2009), the action could be understood as an elemental level of human activity, which conserves 

all significant components, such as motive, objective, result and means of execution. Examples of 

actions are writing of sentences; drawing of a house, playing with a doll, reading a text. All mentioned 

actions have same psychological invariant structure, but different content and might be analysed as 

shared actions or as individual actions of a child in each concrete case. 

Different psychological phenomenon might be described in terms of actions instead of the terms of 

functions. For example the possibility of remembering and reproduction of information, which is 

related to traditional function of memory actually depends on specific actions of subject. Such action 

can be action of semantic or significant organization, action of coping of words, drawing of scheme and 

so on. Such processes can be realized as conscious or as automatic. In the second case, as automatic 

processes, they are operations and not actions, according to Leontiev’s conception (Leontiev, 2000).  

It is useful to cite Galperin’s proposal for psychological study of attention once again. The process of 

attention can be understood as action of internal control (Galperin, 1998) and only internal automatized 

control is attention, that is: attention is always control, but not each control is attention. The memory 

and attention are not simply biological functions with which the child comes to the world but complex 

actions.  

How might we include neuropsychological analysis to these activity theory terms?  

Neuropsychological analysis could be proposed as assessment of cultural actions of a child instead of 

classic analyses of isolated psychological functions. For example, it is possible to propose the 

assessment of learning activity instead of assessment of memory, attention, perception and so on. The 

neuropsychological analysis of learning difficulties can be based on activity theory approach. In this 

case it is necessary to identify the structure of learning activity, which includes: motive, object 

(material, perceptive, verbal or combined), objective, orientation base of action and the sequence of 

operations. Each component can be fulfilled only in the case of conservation or adequate development 

of different neuropsychological mechanisms.  

The learning process can be represented as specific activity of a child which consists of variety of 

different actions such as writing of words, pronunciation of sounds, counting, problem solution, reading 

and analyses of texts and so on. Each action and operation is realizing with the help of variety of 

elementary components at brain level. Neuropsychological analyses can provide the means and 

instruments for identification of preserved and disturbed mechanisms. Such an assessment can be 
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useful for understanding of the learning process and of children with learning disabilities. 

We can also suppose that in these terms and following Galperin’s ideas (Galperin, 1998) traditional 

psychological functions represent automatized internal actions of organization (memory), control 

(attention). These actions depend not only on biological base but also on development or stage of other 

components of action: motive, objective and means. No action can be fulfilled by only one of 

traditional psychological functions. The action includes different combinations of all functions 

according to the nature and grade of acquisition of the action. 

The learning process can be represented as specific activity of a child which consists of variety of 

different actions such as writing of words, pronunciation of sounds, counting, problem solution, 

reading and analyses of texts and so on. The high grade of internalisation and acquisition of these 

actions convert them in subconscious automatic operations. This level of functioning of activity permits 

to achieve new high goals and senses of personality. In our opinion this has to be the real goal of 

teaching and could be new perspective for organization of learning process at school. 

The structure of the action depends on its real goal and on the grade of acquisition of action. For 

example, each particular task refers to particular goal. The task can be: “Write the sentence” or “Write 

the first letter of each word” and so on. Operations or means of each action will different. Each learning 

action might be fulfilled by a subject on different moments of learning process.  

Table 1 represents action of writing in situation of dictation of a new sentence at school. The conscious 

goal of the action is to obtain the right sentence. This action includes at least four operations, which are 

necessary means of this action but none is it’s conscious goal. In other words the pupil is not conscious 

of these means of the action. The problem or difficulty with any of these operations affects the action 

as a whole.  

Each action includes series of operations, which are the essential means of realizations of the action. As 

we have said the action is always conscious while the operation is no reflected in the consciousness of 

the pupil. Such relation is dynamic and changes from the beginning to the end of the process of child’s 

education. The teacher has to know that conscious actions can convert into automatic operations 

correctly only in case of their adequate representation at the initial level of education. That is, all four 

aspects of the action of writing has to be reflected in consciousness of the pupil ate the initial stage of 

learning process in order to pass to internal level at the end of this process.  

What might neuropsychology introduce to such analyses of learning process?  

 

Table 1. Psychological Structure of Action 

Action of writing by dictation 

Operations 

1) Phonological analyses of language. 

2) Election of letters and theirs elements. 

3) Organization of writing. 

4) Verification. 
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It is clear that nor action neither operation can not be accomplished without participation of another 

elementary level which is level of central nervous system and brain level. Each action and operation is 

realizing with the help of variety of elementary components at brain level. Such components can be 

understood as psychophysiological mechanisms of actions and operations or as elemental level of 

human activity. Nowadays, it is convenient to call these mechanisms as neuropsychological 

mechanisms of actions. The analyses of the grade or luck of development of any of such components 

can explain the appearance of problems or difficulties which children so frequently manifest in their 

learning process. For example, we can analyse the structure of the action from neuropsychological 

point of view (Table 2). 

 

Table 2. Neuropsychological Structure of Action. Action of Writing by Dictation 

Operations Neuropsychological mechanisms 

Phonological analyses of language Phonemic discrimination 

Kinestesic analyses and synthesis 

Audio-verbal retention 

Election of letters and theirs elements Global perception 

Analytic perception 

Visual and spatial retention  

Organization of writing Spatial global perception 

Motor kynetic organization 

Verification  Programming and control 

General cortical activation 

 

According to the table it is possible to see that a large number of neuropsychological mechanisms 

participate in the action of writing and in it’s four operations. As Luria has established no action can be 

fulfilled by only one neuropsychological mechanism. At the same time, one neuropsychological 

mechanism participates in different actions. Diverse variations of the possibilities of formation and 

development of these mechanisms with relation to aspects of cortical and subcortical maturation should 

be taken into account, especially in cases of youngest children (Lebedinsky et al., 1999). The 

mechanisms mentioned in the Table 2 might be included in diverse actions and operation in different 

ages according to systems of education and nursery (Quintanar & Solovieva, 2002, 2008). 

According to neuropsychology each mechanisms is related to the functioning of concrete zone or 

conjunction of zone at brain level. Luria called such mechanisms with particular term “factor” (Luria, 

1948, 1973). We have proposed to use the term brain cortical or subcortical mechanisms (Quintanar & 

Solovieva, 2008; Solovieva & Quintanar, 2014b, 2015a, 2016b). We can see this relation between 

neuropsychological factor and brain cortical and nearest subcortical zones in Table 3. 

We would like to mention that Luria’s conception might seem to be rather complex and difficult for 

understanding and usage in neuropsychological practice. At the same time, it is truly important to 

assure that the inclusion of this conception into general conception of historical and cultural 

development and activity theory research might help on the way of broad comprehension and 
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acceptation of this model in modern neuropsychology. 

 

Table 3. Relation between Brain Zones and Some Neuropsychological Mechanisms 

Neuropsychological mechanisms Brain zones 

Phonemic discrimination Temporal of both hemispheres 

Kinestesic analysis and synthesis Parietal of both hemispheres with nearest 

subcortical levels 

Audio-verbal retention Temporal inferior 

Global perception Right posterior hemisphere 

Analytic perception Left posterior hemisphere  

Visual and spatial retention  Occipital of both hemispheres 

Motor kynetic organization Frontal posterior and subcortical basal ganglia 

Programming and control Broad frontal lobes and nearest subcortical 

structures 

General activation Profound subcortical structures/brainstorm 

 

Why activity theory is important for neuropsychology?  

The neuropsychological analysis of learning difficulties could be based on activity theory. 

We think that analyses of neuropsychological mechanisms without including them into general model 

of human activity make little sense. In other words, all neuropsychological mechanisms participate not 

only as biological natural functions, but only as elementary components of actions and operations. 

These actions and operation might be developed and formed only as a result of cultural interaction 

between adult and child (Vigotsky, 1984; Leontiev, 2000; Tomasello, 2013). It is clear that cultural 

activity, reading or drawing, cannot be accomplished without participation of its material base (brain 

structures). But according to historic-cultural psychological conception development of 

neuropsychological mechanisms depends on their inclusion in concrete activity. Such activity is always 

cultural by nature, depends on the history of humankind and is specific for different historical periods 

and social situations (Leontiev, 1975, 1983, 2000; Tomasello, 2013; Solovieva & Quintanar, 2010). 

The example can be neuropsychological mechanism of spatial complex analyses and synthesis. This 

mechanism is related to the functioning of temporal parietal-occipital zones of both hemispheres. This 

functioning can be achieved only by inclusion of the subject in the activity of complex spatial 

orientation: drawing, reading, writing and so on. The luck of such activity can conduce to the luck of 

development of these mechanisms and convert in the reason of learning disabilities. 

In this presentation we would like to show examples of neuropsychological analyses in cases of 

learning difficulties with the help of activity theory model. For this objective we have chosen one 

Mexican girl with learning disabilities. 

As an example of neuropsychological analyses of a case of learning disabilities we present case of the 

girl of 8 years old with serious learning disabilities, who attended the second year of private school in 

the city of Merida (State of Yucatan in East South of Mexico; Yucatan Peninsula). The girl presents 

severe difficulties in matters of mathematics, reading and writing at school and receives extremely low 
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school marks. Pedagogical, traditional psychological and neurological evaluation has detected attention 

deficit disorder.  

Our own neuropsychological assessment based on Luria’s theory of functional and dynamic 

representation of brain mechanisms has detected particular difficulty with the mechanisms of motor 

kinetic sequential organization of actions and movements. The assessment includes special tasks for 

evaluation of these mechanisms. One of them is a copy of a graphic sequence (Figures 1-2). 

 

 

Figure 1. Model of the Task for Copy 

 

 

Figure 2. Execution by the Patient 

 

We can observe total impossibility of execution of this task. The girl commits mistakes, which are 

called perseverations, simplification of the presented program and losing of the model. The same type 

of difficulties was detected in other motor tasks such as serial coordination of hands and of fingers. The 

execution is characterized by stereotyped movements, simplification of given model and constant 

perseverations. Same of kind of difficulties might be seen not only in one isolated task, but in all kinds 

of tasks of neuropsychological assessment and of school tasks in every day life. According to all these 

facts we can notice poor functional development of evaluated mechanism. This mechanism is motor 

sequential organization of movements and actions. 

Why the learning process is so affected in this girl? 

The same kinds of difficulties are found during the execution of simple task “write down the date and 

your name” were inert repetition of parts of the words is observed (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Date and Name 

 

As for the task of finding of three words which stars with the letter “b”, letter “s”, letter “a”, the girl 

shows many mistakes which are closely determined by detected mechanisms of sequential kinetic 

organization (Figure 4). A lot of repetitions, stagnations, perseverations are observed. Parts of words 

and complete previous words are introduced into the creative task of proposing of independent 

examples of words.  

 

 

Figure 4. Independent Words 

 

It is important to mention that the girl has high motivation for realization of the proposed tasks but she 

is unable to correct her mistakes. 

 

3. Discussion 

In our opinion traditional diagnostic cannot explain the difficulties nor help for election of adequate 

methods of correction. The term attention deficit refers to consideration of only one psychological 

function of attention without its concrete real relation to other functions, neither to its proper 

neuropsychological mechanisms nor to school actions and operations. 

Neuropsychological analyses presented above fulfilled form the perspective of general activity theory 

can bring much more information and explain real neuropsychological mechanisms in cases of learning 

disabilities (Korsakova, Mikadze, & Balashova, 1997; Tsvetkova, 1998; Semago et al., 1999; Akhutina, 

2002; Luria & Tsvetkova, 1997; Solovieva & Quintanar, 2007).  

This analyses, as a result of neuropsychological qualitative assessment, includes the following:  

1) Detailed description of essential symptoms of perseveration, repetitions, simplifications of models.  

2) Identification of central neuropsychological mechanisms of motor sequential motor organization.  
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3) Discovery of actions and operations with are affected by insufficient development of this 

mechanism.  

The relation between these three steps of neuropsychological assessment together with the synthesis of 

the content of each step is represented in Table 4. 

According to the Table 4, we can see non-traditional understanding of the syndrome of difficulties 

(Solovieva & Quintanar, 2007). We can identify level of symptoms, which are presented in all actions 

of the girl. We can provide synthesis of these symptoms and identify the central mechanisms of the 

clinic picture. And later one, we might find all kinds of school and intellectual actions, which are 

suffering on the basis of the central reason. The term “attention deficit disorder” would give us no 

coherent explanation of the case. At the same time, it is not correct to suppose that each cases of 

attention deficit disorder have always the same constellation of symptoms, central mechanisms and 

actions. Previous experience and research have shown that different neuropsychological variant of 

syndromes are possible, when children of different ages receive diagnosis of “attention deficit disorder” 

(Machinskaya et al., 2014; Glozman & Shevchenko, 2014; Solovieva & Quintanar, 2014a; 2015a). 

Each case has to be assessed and examined in a detailed clinic matter. 

 

Table 4. Steps of Neuropsychological Assessment Based on Activity Theory Concepts 

Identification of symptoms Central mechanism Actions 

Perseverations and constant 

repetition of previous steps as 

complex motor difficulties in all 

tasks, which are expressed as 

systems and steps of movements 

Motor sequential organization 

as a result of participation of 

cortical and/or subcortical motor 

structures 

All actions, which include motor 

organization in sequences: hand 

writing, oral speech production 

of phrases and sentences; 

drawing, coping, writing by 

dictation; constructions; 

grammar syntactic organization 

of oral and writing self 

production, understanding of 

meaning of texts and so on. 

 

It is important to take into account that same particular functional deficit of motor sequential 

organization of movements and actions, related to participation of frontal posterior cortical and 

subcortical structures, produce systemic complex effect on school success and intellectual development 

of the girl. Her difficulties might be called as attention deficit disorder or low intellectual coefficient, 

but such terms explain nothing of her own neuropsychological and psychological development. This 

important aspect of neuropsychological assessment might be carried out only on the basis of the 

concepts of systemic activity theory.  

In the studied case affected neuropsychological mechanism was motor sequential kinetic organization 

of movements and actions. This mechanism guarantees realization of fine motor sequences at all levels: 

motor movements in writing and speech, reading, codification and de-codification of grammar 

syntactic structures and so on. The poor development of this mechanism has a systemic effect for all 
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school actions of the girl and explains her low level of school success and specific errors and 

difficulties in intellectual tasks. 

At the same time we can notify good development of phonologic discrimination, which is one of 

mechanisms of phonemic and kinestesic analyses and synthesis. This fact is important and can serve as a 

base during elaboration of methods for correction. In this sense the program of corrections has to be 

directed not to exercises for strengthening of attention, but to gradual formation of motor sequences at all 

levels (Solovieva & Quintanar, 2014b). 

How would it be possible to help the child? Just give her medicine, as the majority of child neurologists 

and psychiatrists do in all countries of Latina America? 

From one hand, it is possible to call it “attention deficit disorder” or with any other traditional term. In 

any case, such term would take into account only one function and not the entire sphere of the child’s 

activity and would not offer profound understanding of the difficulties with central nervous system. In 

these cases, the specialists are used to provide medication and no specific recommendations accept 

modification of behaviour.  

From the other hand, our way of assessment and understanding of difficulties offer new perspective for 

correction. Gradual training and work with motor sequential organization starting from the level of 

material actions in tasks of organization of situations in series of objects in joint actions and 

representations would be excellent recommendations for elaboration of the program for rehabilitation 

in this case (Solovieva & Quintanar, 2008). 

A proper proposal of cultural neuropsychology would be inclusion of the girl in specific activities guided 

by an expert adult, which should include in their content the mechanisms of sequential motor 

organization of movements and actions. The work would be slow, but sure. The positive effects of such 

kind of intervention in the cases of developmental disorders and learning disabilities were shown in 

different publications (Solovieva & Quintanar, 2015b, 2016c). 

The present study shows how functional disorders of neuropsychological mechanisms might have 

important effects on the fulfilment of the school actions of children with learning disabilities. We stress 

the importance of inclusion of the terms of activity theory to the practice in neuropsychology. 

 

4. Conclusions 

Our study shows the necessity and posibillity of combination of concepts of general psychology and 

neuropsychology. Modern neuropsychology is not an isolated branch of knowledge with no relation to 

fundamental conceptos of general psychology. At the same time, it is not only a mixture of diverse 

knowledge of “neuroceicnes” with no basis of general conception of human development. Particular 

concepts of cultural psychology conduct to particular understanding of the role of brian mechanisms in 

cultural activities. Child neuropsychology should take into account fundamental and classic works of 

developmental cultural psychology. The theory of gradual develpment starting from combined shared 

joint actions of adult and child is one of such conceptual offers from general psychology. Cultural 
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qualitative neuropsychology is able to offer new original understanding of learning disabilities in a 

systemic functional basis. 
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